
Guns of Boom

**About Guns of Boom**

Guns of Boom is an action-packed multiplayer shooter for smartphones and tablets, in which

players compete against each other in exciting battles.

In the action packed online PvP game Guns of Boom, you find many exciting battles and many

strong opponents. To be victorious in the battles, you have a large selection of weapons and

equipment available. When you team up with other players in clans, you can win even more battles

and rise in the clan rankings. Be the best player on the battlefield and get great rewards and

prizes.

**Guns of Boom - Features:** 

- Go into thrilling battles: In Guns of Boom you have to compete in numerous battles against

strong opponents from all around the world. Eliminate the opponents, become part of a team and

prove tactics and strategy. If you shine on the battlefield and bring down many enemies, many

rewards and prizes await you.

- Wide selection of weapons: Guns of Boom offers you a wide selection of weapons. For example,

you can use automatic rifles, shotguns, or machine guns to fight strong enemies. When you

choose a weapon, remember that each weapon has special characteristics. Some weapons add

e.g. additional damage to the enemy when you shoot in their heads or some slow down the

enemy.

- Build clans and grow stronger: become part of a clan and defeat enemies more effectively and

faster. Build a strong clan, pick a matching clan emblem, and go into thrilling battles against

enemy teams. There is also a separate clan chat available so you can better discuss your strategic

approach. Fight in numerous battles and kill as many enemies as possible: That's the only way you

can rise in the clan rankings and improve your reputation.

- Easy control: Guns of Boom has a simple control that can be learned intuitively, in order to get

into the game very quickly.

Conclusion: Guns of Boom offers players plenty of action and exciting battles against players from

all around the world. Above all, strategy and tactics are needed in this online PvP game to kill as

many opponents as possible. Choose the right weapon, use its special features, and build clans to

rely on support and help in battles.


